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FIRST PERIOD 

UNIT 7 

WORD LIST 

1- engine      2- inventor                                                                          

3- flight                                                4- invitation                                    

5- astronaut     6- designer                                                                          

7- probably       8- issue                                                                               

9- film        10-quite                                               

11- quite     12- relative                                                                         

13-palace        14- mausoleum                       

15- concert       16- wonder 

17- ruin       18- declare                                                  

19- familiar       20- e-card                                                    

structures 

1- verb to be, (past simple) regular verbs, questions with short     answers Did 

you..? yes, I did, no I didn't / wh- questions 

2- Past simple (I didn't +verb, but I + verb) 

 

unit 7 exercises 

a- fill in the spaces with words from the list:  
(engine – flight – issue-inventors – cultural – filmed- relatives) 

1- I went to Spain with my .................last summer. 

2- Ali is watching a ................programme about museums. 

3-The Wright Brothers were the ..................of the first plane. 

4- Every car has an ...................to run. 

5-hamad ..................the fish underwater with his camera. 

 

b- fill in the spaces with words from the list:   

 
(palace –probably –concerts – astronaut – mausoleum - familiar) 

1- Taj Mahal is an amazing ………….. 

2- They will ............... buy a new car. I’m not sure. 

3-They went to the Opera House and enjoyed the ...................... 

4- An ......................can travel into space. 

5- The king and his family live in a ...................... 
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d- choose the right answer from a, b or c:  

1- Giorgio Armani is a fashion …………. . 

     a- inventor                     b- designer                    c- footballer      d-inventor 

2- To fly, The Wright Brothers built a plane with wings and an……… 

     a- wheels                       b- e-cards                      c- engine           d-invitation 

3- We received an ....................to the party on Sunday. 

    a- book                           b- invitation                  c- film                d-designer 

4- In today's programme we'll discuss the ………….. of travelling. 

    a- issue                           b- ruin                          c- wonder            d-concert 

5- Petra in Jordan is one of the seven ………….. this year. 

    a- wonders                     b- ruins                         c- concerts           d-flight 

 

 

                                        STRUCTURES 

A- write the past simple forms of the underlined verbs: 

1- Yesterday, I go to the club.                                 ……………. 

2- Last week we complete the research.                 ……………. 

3- They study science yesterday.                            …………….. 

4- Al-Idrisi collect plants to make medicine..         …………….. 

5- The Wright Brothers invent the first plane .       ……………. 

6- She accept my invitation last month .                 ……………. 

7- He be born in 1955 .                                            .................... 

8- I buy a brush yesterday .                                      ……………. 

9- They sell their house last year .                             ……………. 

10- We be in Thailand last month .                           …………….. 

11- He travel to Tokyo yesterday.                           …………….. 

12- Leonardo Da Vinci paint Mona Lisa .               ……………... 
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A – Choose the correct answers from a , b or c : 

  1-a- What did they do yesterday ? 

      b- They …………… science . 
             a- study                       b- studied                     c- studies      d-is studying 

2- a- Haroun Al-Rashid ………born in 766AD. 
     b-I want to read about him . 

             a- is                       b- be                              c- was                d-were 

3- a- …………you read the story last night ? 

     b- No , I didn't . 

             a- Does                 b- Did                              c- do                 d-don’t 
4- a-Did you enjoy the film ? 

    b- Yes , I …………….. 
             a- did                    b- do                                 c- does              d-didn’t 
5- a-Where …………… you yesterday ? 

     b- In the City. I was doing some shopping. 

             a- were                 b- was                                c- are                d-am 

6- a- Who …………..you travel with ? 

    b- I travelled with my sister . 

           a- does                b- did                                 c- do                   d-don’t 
7- a- Where were you born ? 

    b- I ……….. born in Kuwait . 
          a- is                     b- was                                  c- were               d-am 

8-  a- They went shopping but I …………go with them . 
      b- Why ? 

           a- doesn't            b- didn't                            c- don't                  d-do 

9- a- They ……… painting a nice painting  . 
     b- I didn't like it . 

           a- were                b- was                              c- are                     d-is 

10- a- It ………… a wonderful holiday . 
       b- we enjoyed it a lot . 

            a-  is                   b- were                             c- was                  d-are 

B – Do as shown between brackets : 

 1- They ( be ) my friends  when  I was at school .            ( Correct ) 

………………………………………………………...........................................…. 
2- I was in Italy last winter .                                               ( Negative ) 

……………………………………………………...........................................……. 
3- Did you eat it ?                                                               ( Complete ) 

   Yes , I………………     No , I …………….............................................……….. 
4- I travelled to India .                                                        ( Ask ) 

……………………………………………..........................................…………….. 
5- Basma ( see ) a film yesterday .                                     ( Correct ) 

…………………………………………......................................…………………. 
6- He painted a picture .                                                     ( Negative ) 

……………………………………….......................................…………………… 
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7- She visited Sydney .                                                                       ( Negative ) 

………………………………………………….................................................……….. 
8- We (buy) a new house last month   .                                              (Correct ) 

………………………………………………….................................................………. 
9- my brother broke the glass .                                                           ( Negative ) 

……………………………………………….........................................………………. 
10-  Ali ate a delicious cake .                                                          (Ask a question ) 

…………………………………………............................................………………….. 
 

LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS 
Write what you would say  or do in the following situations :  

1. I feel very tired today. 

...................................................................................................................................            

2. I enjoy reading stories.    

......................................................................................................................................  

3. What would you like to eat?            

   ....................................................................................................................................                   

4. Your little brother is playing with matches . 

…………………….......................................................................................................... 

5. Your friend gave you a present. 

…………………….......................................................................................................... 

 

SET BOOK QUESTIONS 

Answer the following questions : 

1- Who was Al-Idrisi ? 

…………………………………………………………. 
3- What was Leonardo Da Vinci famous for? 

…………………………………………………………… 

5- What did the Wright Brothers invent ? 

………………………………………………………………. 
6- Where did you travel last mid-year holiday ? 

………………………………………………………………. 
7- How can you enjoy your visit to India ? 

………………………………………………………………. 
8- What did you do last spring vacation ? 

………………………………………………………………. 
9- What did Tim Berners- Lee invent ? 

………………………………………………………………. 
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Composition 
Use the following guide words to write an e-mail to your friend Ahmed about '' Last Weekend ''. 

 

)Weekend – went – shopping – Marina – mall / enjoy – food – restaurant/ buy – things – shirt 

- trousers - bag / mother - take - cinema – end - day / enjoyed – great film / really - nice - day ) 

To:……………………… 

From:…………………….. 
Subject:…………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions: 

    Nowadays, the whole world becomes very small. You can travel from east to west in 

few hours. All modern inventions make our life easier and comfortable .For example , 

computers are being used everywhere , in banks , schools , airports and hospitals .We 

can easily solve a lot of problems in a second and store a lot of information in a 

computer disk to use them anytime . Children can also play games and learn different 

subjects by using it. 

       In the future people will be capable of solving the traffic problems leading drivers 

to the suitable roads for them with the help of computers . In addition , faxes and 

mobiles help businessmen and companies to do their work in seconds .Moreover , home 

robots  will be used at home to do all the housework , cooking , washing clothes and 

cleaning the house in the near future . 

      Although those inventions are always ready to serve us, we don't have peace of 

mind and we are always in a hurry. 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b or c:      

    1- The underlined word "it" refers to …………………… 
      a. the fax                           b. the computer                     c. the robot  
    2- The suitable title for this passage is ………………… 
      a. The traffic problems    b .The computers                    c. The old inventions  
    3- The underlined word "store" means………………………………… 
      a. use                                b .keep                                    c. serve 
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B) Mark with true ( / ) or false ( x ):                 

1-It's easy to travel from a place to another.                           ( )                 

2- Computers will solve the traffic problem soon.                ( ) 

3- Nowadays we live a peaceful life .                                      ( )   

C) Answer the following questions:        

1. How did modern inventions change our life? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
2.  Who uses faxes and mobiles? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
3.What do children do with computers? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit   Eight 
How people lived 

WORD LIST         
21- governor     22- golden                                                     

23- bow    24- tailor                                                     

25- stuck    26- tear                                                                                           

27- daily       28- astronomy                                                                               

29-philosophy    30- gladiator 

31 – chariot    32- race 

33- baths    34- medieval 

35- rule    36- dynasty 

37- manuscript   38- calligraphy                                      

 39- glassmaking                               

A- Fill in the spaces with words from the list:  
(Governor – golden – bow – tailor – stuck – tear) 

1- She needed a pair of scissors to ..............the piece of cloth. 

2- He offered his mother a ............earrings on her birthday. 

3-New York ...................is going to give a speech tonight. 

4-The ball was .............on top of the tree.  

5-Muslims only ...................for Allah. 

B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
(daily – astronomy – gladiator – race – manuscripts – rule) 

1- ..................is the study of the moon, the stars, the sun and the whole universe. 

2- In the past, ...................used to fight wild animals to death. 

3-The government’s role is to ................the country and protect the people. 

4- There are many old .......................in The National Library. 

5-I don’t buy the ....................newspapers. I read them online. 

B- Use these words in meaningful sentences:  

 

1- governor: ..................................................................................................................             

2- tear :.......................................................................................................................... 

3- golden:...................................................................................................................... 

4- bow:.......................................................................................................................... 

5- tailor :....................................................................................................................... 

6- gladiator:.................................................................................................................. 
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Structure 

3- Past simple negative, they were, weren't/ they did, didn't 

4- simple past passive voice  

5- used to 

6- past simple regular / irregular verbs 

 

A; write the past forms of these verbs;  

1- own…………         2- see ………….      3- hear…… … 

4- take…………         5- tear………….      6- arrest……… 

7- run………….         7- go……………    

    

B- Choose the correct answers from a, b , c or d: 

 

1- A: Yesterday, we …………. dinner at Fridays restaurant. 

      a- have                            b- had                  c- has                     d-doesn’t have 

2- I have health problems because I ................eat unhealthy food. 

     a- used to                         b- used                  c-use                     d-am using 

3- The teacher was angry because I ..................do my homework. 

     A- don't                          b- doesn't                 c- didn't              d-did 

4- We ........................cartoons last night on MBC3. 

      a- watches                            b-watched       c- watching            d-watch 

5- There .....................any pupils at school yesterday. 

     a- wasn't                        b- weren't            c- aren't                      d-were 

6- My dog .......................by a car last week. 

     a- were hit                      b- was hit              c- is hit                  d-hits 

7-The books ........................by the teacher to correct them. 

    a- was taken                  b- took                    c- were taken         d-is taking 

8-I watched that film two days ................... 

    a- yet                              b- for                     c- ago                     d-last 
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C – Do as shown between brackets: 

1- We (meet) our friends yesterday.                                               (Correct)                   

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

2- They (have) lunch with us last week.                                         (Correct)            

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

3- He used to watches T.V everyday.                                            (Correct)                  

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

4- My father (buy) me a computer last month.                              (Correct)     

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

5- I (use to) eat too much but now I don't.                                     (Correct)      

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

6- Salma won the prize.                                                                 (Negative) 

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

7- She lost her pencils.                                                                  (Negative) 

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

8- There was some sugar in the house.                                         (Negative) 

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

9- The tailor made the dress.                                                    (Make passive) 

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

10-The policemen arrested the thieves.                                    (Make passive) 

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

11- Yes, I finished my homework.                                           (Ask a question) 

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

12- No, she didn't tear her dress.                                              (Ask a question) 

……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

13- He used to playing tennis last year                                          (Correct) 

  ……………………………………………………………………………………...… 

 14-He will enjoy the party if he (come) .                       (Correct) 

  ……………………………………………………………………………………...… 
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LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS 

A-Write what you would say  or do in the following situations :  

1. Your friend always makes noise in class. 

…………………….......................................................................................................... 

2. You broke your friend's pen. 

……………………........................................................................................................... 

3. The shopping festival has started. 

……………………............................................................................................................. 

4-You someone playing with matches. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5-Your father gave you a nice present. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

SET BOOK QUESTIONS 

 

  Answer the following questions: 

1- What does a governor do? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

2- Why was Sabah AlAhmad Reserve opened? 

……………………………………………………………................ 

3- How did people enjoy time in ancient Jerash? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

4- Mention the two kinds of baths in ancient jerash? 

………………………………………………………………………. 

5- Why was Cordoba an important city? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

6- The Arab brought many plants to Europe. Mention three. 

    a-……………………….b-………………..c-……………. 

7- Mention two musical instruments came to Europe from the Arab world.  

    a…………………………...b-…………………………… 
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Composition 

Write a paragraph of ( 6 – 8 ) sentences about " Medieval Spain ".  

The following guide words may help you:- 

(Medieval – period – Spain - under – Islamic _ rule   / cultural – centre – Europe   /  students – all – 

over – Europe – study  / Muslims – introduced – farming – techniques /  Arabs – taught – glassmaking   

/ Muslims – Europe – advanced – medicine ). 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

      Three young men were playing with a gun in a quiet street. One of them fired the 

gun by mistake without aiming at anything. The bullet broke a window in an old lady’s 

house. The young men ran away when they saw the broken window, but the shot made 

the old lady lookout, and when she saw the young men, she knew where one of them 

lived. His home was near hers. The old lady complained to the police and a detective 

came to her house. The detective found all of the young men and took them and the gun 

to his chief officer. The owner of the gun didn’t have a license for it, so he refused to 

say that it was his. But the chief officer discovered the owner in a clever way. He 

ordered the detective to give the gun back to its owner. When the detective held the gun 

out, its real owner put his hand out to take it. 

A)Choose the correct answer from a ,b and c 4 marks ) 

1- The best title for the passage is……………….. 

a) The old lady        b) Firing a gun       c) The detective    d-The neighbours 

2- The underlined ( He ) refers to-------------------------- 

a) the owner of the gun b) the chief officer c) the detective     d-The old lady 

B)Mark true or false: 

3- The owner of the gun had a license for it. (    ) 

4- The chief officer was a clever person.       (    ) 

5- The detective broke the lady’s window.    (    ) 

C)Answer the following questions: 

 

1- What were the young men doing in the quiet street? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- Where did the young men live? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Module 5  Unit nine 

The work we do 

WORD LIST 

 40- introduce 

 41- reward   42- lazy 

 43- earn   44- throw 

 45- coin   46- complain 

 47- animal trainer  48- park ranger 

 49- zookeeper  50- marine biologist 

 51- energetic  52- enthusiastic 

 53- flexible   54- runway 

 55- gate   56- controller 

 57- staff   58- plane 

 59- luggage   60- destination 

 

A: choose the right answers from a, b or c: 

 

1- If you do your work well, I'll give you a ………… 

       a- coin            b- reward         c-runway              d-gate 

2- I enjoy watching planes moving on the …………. 

        a- gate           b- staff             c- runway             d-destination 

3-When you work you ..................money. 

       a- spend         b- earn            c- complain           d-throw 

4-My father is a ........................ He takes care of animals in the zoo. 

         a- zookeeper   b- baker      c- animal trainer     d-park ranger 

5- A............. .................studies sea animals and plants. 

       a- marine biologist      b- park ranger      c- zookeeper d-animal trainer 

 

B- fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

 
(controller- gate – enthusiastic – lazy – throw – zookeeper – luggage) 

1-Don’t ..........................rubbish in the street. 

2-........................pupils don’t get high marks in the exams. 

3-It’s written .....................number five on the plane ticket. 

4-We must collect our ...................... before leaving the airport. 

5-He got very ...................to win the prize for the research. 
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Structures 

modals: mustn't / have to / don't have to /should / shouldn't /  

     had to / didn't have to 

first conditional 

A- choose the correct answers: 

1-You ......................be late for school. 

        a- must            b-mustn't          c- won't                         d-will 

2- If you don't eat properly, you ……….. be healthy. 

        a- won't            b- wouldn’t       c- didn't                      d-don’t 

3- You are mistaken so you …………… apologize. 

       a- mustn't           b- don't            c- must                        d-do 

4- If you sleep late, you ……….. feel tired. 

       a- won't            b- will               c- would                         d-wouldn’t 

5- We have no sugar. You ………… go to the market. 

      a- have                b- have to        c- don't have to                d-has to 

6- Hush! You ………. talk in the class. 

     a- must                  b- have to              c- mustn't                   d-can 

7-I..............................get up early at the weekend. 

     a- don't have to       b- have to       c- must                            d-doesn’t have 

8- If she studies hard, she ………… get the top marks.  

    a- won't             b- couldn’t              c- will                              d-won’t 

 

B- Do as shown between brackets: 

 

1-I'm tired. I(have to) go to bed now. Good night!   (Correct) 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

   2- If you eat too much, you (be) ill.              (Correct) 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

 3- You must smoke.                                                                       (Negative) 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 
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4- I have to wear a uniform . (Negative) 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

5- He should watch too much TV .               (Negative) 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

6. If you don't sleep enough , ……………………......................................(Complete). 

7. If I have enough money ,  ...................................................................... (Complete). 

8. If my friend is free tomorrow  , ……………………...........................       (complete). 

9- Ali have to visit hi ill friend.                                                                     ( correct) 

……………………........................................................................................................ 

10- We doesn’t have to go to school tomorrow.                                           ( correct) 

……………………........................................................................................................ 

 

 

FUNCTIONS  

 

 

Write what you would say in the following situations: ( 3 x 2 = 6 ) 

1- The Imperial Palace in China has got about 9000 rooms. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Your friend looked at a handicapped person in a strange way.   

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- You liked the food that your mother cooked for dinner. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

SET BOOK QUESTIONS 

1- What does an animal trainer do ? 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

2- What does a zookeeper do ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- What does a park ranger do ? 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

4- What does a marine biologist do ? 
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…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

5- How must the animal trainer be like ? 

     a-……………………..b-………………………c-……………………… 

6- who studies marine plants ? 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

7- who helps visitors in a park ? 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

8- who works with animals in the zoo ? 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

9- how can a trained animal help people ? 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

10- where do you show your passport ? 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

11- where do you collect your baggage ? 

 …………………………………………………………….…………………………… 

12- where do you ask for information in an airport ? 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 

13- Why do people work ? 

…………………………………………………………….……………………………… 
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Composition 

Write a short composition ( 6- 8 sentences ) on ' Animal trainer' the following 

guide words may help you : 

Animal trainer — patient / understand — behaviour / trains — animals / work — actors 

— police / strong — fit / use — computer / work — office 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:  

   Once upon a time, there were two friends; Ali and Bader. Ali was an honest man. He 

was a cashier in a bank. He worked very hard to earn money and help his family. Bader 

was the opposite. He didn’t like to work, so he never looked for a place to work in. He 

always borrowed money from Ali and his good friends. But he never gave them back 

the money he had borrowed. .  

        One day, Bader went to Ali and asked him for money. Ali didn’t give him any 

money. He advised him to look for work to help himself and his family. Bader went to 

his other friends but they did the same thing. Bader found nobody to give him money so 

he decided to look for a job. He found a good job in a big company.  He is happy now 

and all his friends are pleased with him.  

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b and c:     

1) The best title for the text is 

a. Bad friends b. A hard worker c. Don’t work d- You should work 

2) The underlined word refers to:   

 a. friends b. Ali      c. company       d-Bader 

3) The underlined word " borrowed " means................money from people . 

a. give b. take c. save                  d-steal 

4) The underlined word " them " in line 4 refers 

to .................................................................. . 

        a. the banks b. good friends c. big companies  d-Family                                                 

B)   Answer the following questions:                                                          

8) Why did Ali work very hard? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

9) Where did Bader find a job? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

10)What’s Ali’s job? 

............................................................................................................................................. 

 

 

 


